108X BROADWAY-DOWNTOWN EXPRESS

Route 108X M-F / Westbound
- Broadway/Houghton Park & Ride
- Broadway/Pantano (NW)
- Congress at Granada (NW)

AM TRIPS
- 652
- 702
- 734

Westbound Stops
- Broadway/Houghton
- Park & Ride
- Broadway/Houghton
- Broadway/Gallardo
- Broadway/Campbell
- Broadway/Euclid
- Congress/Camino Seco
- Broadway/Pantano (NE)
- Broadway/Pantano (NW)

Route 108X M-F / Eastbound
- Stone at Franklin
- Church at Pennington
- Broadway at Houghton Park & Ride

PM TRIPS
- 441
- 445
- 529

Eastbound Stops
- Stone/Franklin
- Church/Pennington
- Broadway/Pantano
- Broadway/Samoff
- Broadway/Old Spanish Trail
- Broadway/Gallardo
- Broadway/Campbell
- Broadway/Euclid
- Congress/Camino Seco
- Broadway/Pantano (NE)
- Broadway/Pantano (NW)

Sunlink connection points:
- Sunlink 
  - Sun Tran — 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25
  - Sun Express — 100X AM, 103X, 104X, 105X, 107X, 109X, 110X
- Sunlink Streetcar
- Sun Shuttle — 421
- Sunlink Transfer Point
- Sunlink Stops

See Downtown Details (Vea el mapa detallado del Centro de la Ciudad)